Vantastic Applique Quilt
Size 62” x 62”
Teacher: Annette Houston
Hurricane, Utah
435-705-1554
annette6sons@hotmail.com
Pattern: “Vantastic!” by Claire Turpin
Design $23
3 hrs.
Experienced beginner
No kit available.
Class description:
Like Glamping? Me too! "Vantastic is one of those patterns that just calls to
you. This is an applique quilt made with 7 different vans and a few funky
tents. It is a great quilt for beginners and advanced quilters alike for one
main reason. . . IT'S SO STINKIN' CUTE!!! In class, we will be putting our
applique blocks together and stitching them down. I will show you some
tricks to applique quickly and with ease. This is a party waiting to happen!

Pattern: “Vantastic!” by Claire Turpin Design (purchase in advance from
teacher or internet.)
Fabric Requirements:
16” WOF Light Grey- block backgrounds (2)
16” WOF Text Print- block backgrounds (3)
16” WOF Mid Grey- block backgrounds (2)
Fat Quarter Dark Grey- block background (1)
13” WOF Dark Blue (chambray)- block backgrounds (2)
11” WOF Floral Feature Fabric #1- 1st Border and patchwork squares
1 yd. White Spot Fabric- 2nd Border (14”) and HST (22”)
10” WOF Blue Fabric #1- HST on outer border
5” WOF Blue Fabric #2- HST on outer border
5” WOF Blue Fabric #3- HST on outer border
16” WOF Binding
10” WOF Text Print- Applique Trees

Fat Quarter (18”x22”)- Appliques and patchwork squares, etc.
8- Reds
4- Blues
1- White/Blue
Small ScrapsBlack Fabric
Feature Fabric #2- goes along the patchwork pieces (scraps)
6” Sq. of each Yellow & Green- flowers
73” square Backing & Batting

Supplies List:
Sewing Machine
Patchwork ¼" Foot for piecing blocks
Open-toe Foot for Applique
BSK (Basic Sewing Kit)- pencil, frixion pen, scissors lg. and sm., pins,
seam ripper, sm. iron and pad, etc.
Sharp Needles 80/12
Thread for piecing
Thread for applique (embroidery thread works great and has a sheen)
2 yds. Heat ‘n’ Bond Lite

Cutting Instructions/HW:
See the Pattern for cutting details. Don’t forget to mirror image the applique
pieces if you are using a Silhouette or cutting machine.
If possible, please come with pattern cut out, especially the applique
pieces. We will be working in class on the applique sewing, not the cutting.
We will be able to accomplish so much more! Thanks, see ya soon!!!

